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Iterative reconstruction of SPECT images has recently become
clinically available as an alternative to filtered backprojection
(FBP). However, there is conflicting evidence on whether itera
tive reconstruction, such as with the ordered-subsets expectation
maximization (OSEM) algorithm, improves diagnostic perfor
mance over FBP. The study objective was to determine if the
detection and localization of small lesions in simulated thoracic
gallium SPECT images are better with OSEM reconstruction
than with FBP, both with and without attenuation correction (AC).
Methods: Images were simulated using an analytic projector
acting on the mathematic cardiac torso computer phantom.
Perfect scatter rejection was assumed. Lesion detection accu
racy was assessed using localization receiver operating charac
teristic methodology. The images were read by 5 nuclear medi
cine physicians. For each reconstruction strategy and for each
observer, data were collected in 2 viewing sessions of 100
images. Two-way ANOVA and, when indicated, the ScheffÃ©
multiple comparisons test were applied to check for significant
differences. Results: Little difference in the accuracy of detection
or localization was seen between FBP with and without AC.
OSEM with AC extended the contrast range for accurate lesion
detection and localization over that of the other methods investi
gated. Without AC, no significant difference between OSEM and
FBP reconstruction was detected. Conclusion: OSEM with AC
may improve the detection and localization of thoracic gallium-

labeled lesions over FBP reconstruction.
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imaging with 67Ga is important for assessing both
Hodgkin's disease and non-Hodgkin's lymphoma. Gallium

scans are useful in the staging of disease, in the detection of
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residual tumor during follow-up, in predicting the response

to therapy, and in prognosis (7,2). They are also an important
complement to MRI and CT because they distinguish viable
from necrotic tumor cells. However, a problem with gallium
scans is their poor spatial resolution, which, for small
(<2 cm) lesions, reduces the apparent contrast because of
the partial-volume effect. Even more critical for small

lesions, therefore, than for large tumors is improvement of
image quality, with reduction of distractions and artifacts
that cause inaccurate evaluations. Two techniques that may
improve image quality have recently become more readily
available for clinical practice: iterative reconstruction and
transmission-based attenuation correction (AC).

Because of increases in computer power and improve
ments in reconstruction algorithms, iterative reconstruction
has become a clinically practical alternative to filtered
backprojection (FBP). Iterative reconstruction techniques,
such as maximum-likelihood expectation maximization
(MLEM) or the similar but faster ordered-subsets expecta

tion maximization (OSEM), are attractive because they
allow more accurate modeling of the imaging system by
including such elements as the positivity constraints on the
reconstruction and the Poisson distribution of the projection
data. Iterative reconstruction has improved noise properties
over FBP, such as reducing the noise correlation length at
low numbers of iterations. Thus, MLEM produces less
bleeding of high-count noise into low-count regions, poten
tially improving lesion detection (3-7). Detecting lesions in
a low-count, variably attenuating background with nearby
high-count background structures is precisely the situation

one encounters with gallium imaging because of uptake of
gallium in the bones, liver, and heart. This situation might
also be encountered with other modalities, such as FDG
imaging for detection of lung lesions or whole-body PET.

Studies have shown that iterative reconstruction is better
than FBP in tumor detection with whole-body PET, as
measured by the signal-to-noise ratio (6) or numeric observ
ers (7). Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) experi-
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merits using human observers have also shown MLEM to be
better than FBP in tumor detection with brain PET (8), in
lesion detection on a uniform background with SPECT (9),
and in detection of cardiac defects with SPECT (70).
However, other ROC studies of lesion detection with
whole-body FDG PET (11) and cardiac SPECT (72) have

shown no advantage to iterative reconstruction. These
conflicting results make unclear whether iterative reconstruc
tion will be beneficial in gallium imaging, especially be
cause human observer performance is known to be strongly
task dependent (4) and none of these studies have considered
lesion detection for SPECT gallium scans.

Another candidate technique for improving image quality
for gallium SPECT images is patient-specific AC. Attenua

tion causes shadows, or regions of diminished activity,
within the patient and also leads to inconsistent projection
data that can increase or decrease counts in the image,
especially near hot structures (73). Thus, attenuation may
potentially mask a lesion or artificially enhance a noise blob,
leading to both false-negative and false-positive image

findings. This effect can be problematic near the hot
background structures encountered in gallium imaging,
especially when coupled with the large changes in tissue
density found in the chest. Accurate correction for nonuni-
form attenuation requires estimation of patient-specific

attenuation maps. Although, in the past, this estimation may
have been difficult, many commercial systems are now
available that can provide simultaneous or sequential trans
mission scans and thereby allow acquisition of coregistered
attenuation maps (14). Although we know of no studies that
have addressed AC in thoracic gallium imaging (7), studies
of cardiac-defect detection with SPECT (70) and lesion
detection with whole-body, lung, and abdominal FDG PET
(75-77) have shown that correcting for the effects of

attenuation may be beneficial.
Much work has been done on AC in SPECT, but the

clinical usefulness of AC in gallium imaging remains an
open question. Although AC may reduce the influence of
attenuation artifacts, AC can also increase the magnitude
and alter the texture of noise in the image, with a possible
negative impact on tumor detection (18,19). Indeed, studies
based on numeric measures (20,27) and human evaluation
(22) have shown a mixed or no benefit to performing AC in
whole-body PET. A study examining the impact of AC on

the staging of malignant lymphoma using FDG PET images
found no advantage to AC (23). In another study, no benefit
was shown for the detection of disk objects in homogeneous
backgrounds with SPECT (79). Furthermore, studies of
lesion detection with whole-body FDG PET have shown
decreased lesion contrast (24) and human-observer perfor

mance (77) for AC images compared with uncorrected
images. With SPECT, some human-observer ROC studies

have also shown a decrease in performance with corrected
images (72,25).

The task in assessing gallium SPECT scans is to locate
sites of gallium-avid lymphoma. Some studies have ad

dressed similar tasks, such as tumor detection with PET or
cardiac-defect detection with SPECT, but these studies were

sufficiently dissimilar to the task in gallium imaging to make
extension of their results difficult. The effect of attenuation
compensation and iterative reconstruction on tumor detec
tion in gallium (7) and FDG (11,16,17,20-22,24) imaging is

of significant interest because of their added cost, the
possible increased imaging time associated with the estima
tion of the attenuation maps, and the computational burden
of iterative reconstruction. The purpose of this investigation
was to compare FBP and OSEM, with and without AC, in
gallium SPECT. The task was the detection and localization
of small lesions in the chest. The diagnostic potential of the
different reconstruction strategies was compared using a
human-observer localization receiver operating characteris

tic (LROC) study.
LROC studies are an extension of the more common ROC

studies that adds locating the lesion to the observer's task.

The task of locating the lesion, by forcing the observer to
search the image for the most probable tumor site, resembles
the clinical situation with its uncertainty about tumor
location. The use of a large number of tumor sites in LROC
improves the generalizability of studies and limits the ability
of readers to memorize the impact of attenuation artifacts on
lesion appearance during training studies. An LROC study
provides more information per image than an ROC study
and is therefore more statistically powerful than a similar
ROC study with the same number of images (26). In an
LROC study, the observer does require more time to read
each image than in an ROC study, but the increase in the
information acquired per image is beneficial when the
number of images is few or their generation is time
consuming.

Our study did not exactly model the clinical situation:
images were simulated assuming perfect scatter rejection,
and we did not have the same degree of background
variability found in a sample of actual patient images.
Nevertheless, an anthropomorphic computer phantom was
used with clinical noise levels, a wide variety of realistic
lymphoma lesion sites throughout the thorax, and a range of
lesion contrasts. As such, the format of this study provides
valuable insight into the relative value of FBP, OSEM,
and AC.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The image-generation and experimental designs of this study

were similar to those of earlier studies (27,28). All images were
simulated using a 256 X 256 X 256 sampling of the anthropomor
phic mathematic cardiac torso (MCAT) computer phantom (29).
Assignment of the background activity distribution was based on
published autopsy data for the gallium distribution (30), with
adjustments made, in consultation with clinicians in our depart
ment, to account for increased uptake by bone marrow. Eight
sample slices through the lesion-free phantom are shown in Figure

1 along with the corresponding tissue density maps.
Projection data were generated analytically (31) and incorpo

rated the effects of attenuation and system resolution. Separate
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FIGURE 1. Eight selected transverse
slices through lesion-free 256 x 256 x 256
phantom showing background activity above
and corresponding attenuation map below
slice index. Slices are shown in ascending
order, with slice 130 being most inferior and
slice 235 being most superior. These slices
evenly sample portion of phantom (slices
120-240) in which lesions were placed.

projection sets were created for the 2 primary energy emissions of
67Ga (93 and 185 keV) using energy-specific attenuation maps. The
higher energy -yemissions were not simulated, because they reduce

image contrast (32) and are not typically acquired clinically. A
single system resolution was modeled for both projection sets (33).
The system resolution was experimentally measured using point
sources positioned between 10 and 30 cm in front of a medium-
energy general-purpose parallel-hole collimator. The point-spread
functions of the point sources were fit to a 2-dimensional gaussian

function whose values for full width at half maximum were linearly
dependent on the distance from the collimator face. For reference,
the system resolution was 10.5 mm at 10 cm. Each projection set
consisted of 128 256 X 256 projections spanning 360Â°of rotation.

The 2 projection sets were weighted by emission abundance and
camera efficiency and then added together (33). The detector
energy windows were assumed to be wide enough to capture all
unattenuated photons. The summed projections were collapsed to
128 X 128 before reconstruction. The projection data did not
include the effects of scatter or septal penetration and, therefore,
represent a situation of ideal scatter rejection. Although modeling
of scatter is possible, we consider separate assessment of the
impact of image-degrading factors, and the efficacy of their

corresponding correction techniques, to be important. For this
reason, scatter was not included in this study but will be incorpo
rated into future work.

Poisson noise was added to the original noise-free projections.

The mean number of photons in the projection set corresponded to
the number obtained clinically in our department (~6 million),

assuming a scatter fraction of 0.5 and perfect scatter rejection. The
standard protocol of our department is to image 72 h after injection
of a 10-mCi dose with a total scan time of 20 min for a 360Â°

rotation. The scatter fraction was determined using a Monte Carlo
simulation that included all 10 of the 67Gaemission photons in their

appropriate abundances.
The lesions simulated in this study were all 1-cm-diameter

spheres. Lesions of this size were chosen because they are the
smallest that would be classified as abnormal findings on a CT
scan. To introduce some variability, 3 lesion types were created,
with lesion-to-soft-tissue activity ratios of 6.0:1, 8.1:1, and 10.2:1.
The mid-level activity concentration was chosen, according to the

results of preliminary studies, such that a median localization
accuracy of 0.7 was produced (28,34). The low- and high-level
activity concentrations were determined by adjusting the mid-level

value by Â±25%.In the remainder of this article, these 3 lesion types
will be referred to as low-, mid-, and high-contrast lesions. The

different concentrations mimic different tumor affinities for the
tracer. Because our lesion size approaches the resolution of the
imaging system, small changes in size are masked by the partial-

volume effect and appear in the images as changes in contrast.
Thus, the 3 concentrations also mimic changes in lesion size. The
low-, mid-, and high-level activity concentrations correspond to

lesions with diameters of 1.1, 1.0, and 0.93 cm, respectively. Two
hundred lesion sites were randomly selected from a mask of
potential gallium-labeled lymphoma lesion sites that was devel

oped in consultation with the physicians in our department. The
mask included all potential lymph nodes within the chest and above
the diaphragm, excluding those in the armpits because lesions there
can be diagnosed without a gallium scan by palpation. The
immediate vicinities of these lymph nodes were also included in the
mask to allow for large tumors that have shrunk asymmetrically
after treatment. One hundred of the selected sites were used to
generate the 200 images (100 lesion-present images and 100
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lesion-absent images) used for the LROC data acquisition. The 3
lesion types were approximately equally represented in the lesion-
present images; the numbers of low-, mid-, and high-contrast

lesions used were 32, 34, and 34, respectively. The remaining 100
sites were used in preliminary studies and to generate images for
observer training. The large number of sites and the differences
between the sites used for training and the sites used for data
collection lessened the likelihood that observers would memorize
site-specific attenuation artifacts and their effect on lesion appear

ance.
The reconstruction algorithms considered in this study were FBP

and OSEM. The images reconstructed with FBP were filtered with
a fifth-order 3-dimensional Butterworth filter (35) having a cutoff

frequency of 0.12/pixel. Two types of AC were considered:
multiplicative Chang AC, because it is a commonly used clinical
correction method, and 1 iteration of iterative Chang AC (36),
because it attempts to correct for inhomogeneities in the attenua
tion map and so might provide a fast alternative to the OSEM
approaches. The images reconstructed with OSEM were filtered
with a symmetric 3-dimensional gaussian function having a full

width at half maximum of 3 pixels (9.5 mm). Iterative reconstruc
tion of these images was halted after 1 iteration of OSEM using 8
subsets, corresponding to approximately 8 iterations of MLEM.
The parameters of the different reconstruction strategies were
optimized with respect to task performance by means of small
LROC pilot studies that used the results of earlier optimization
work (27,28) as a starting point. Each reconstruction strategy was
applied to the same set of noisy projection data.

The attenuation map used for AC was created from the tissue
density distribution in the MCAT phantom. The map was created as
suggested in (33) by weighted combination of the 93- and 185-keV

attenuation maps, collapsed into a 128 X 128 X 128 array. In
practice, patient-specific attenuation maps would be obtained

using, for example, simultaneous transmission scans and would
consequently contain noise and reconstruction artifacts. The attenu
ation map we used represented, therefore, a best-case situation.

After reconstruction and filtering of the images, thresholds were
set to improve the displayed contrast between the lesion and the
background. The lower threshold was set to zero to truncate any
negative values in the images. A separate upper threshold was
determined for each reconstruction strategy. To calculate the upper

threshold, maximum lesion-pixel count levels were obtained for all

the images processed with a particular reconstruction strategy. The
SD, am, of this set of maximums, Smax,was calculated, and the
upper threshold was set to be the maximum of Smaxplus o-m.The

setting of thresholds increased the apparent contrast of the lesion
while leaving unaffected the local noise structure. This approach is
similar to that in (37) except that it is based on the lesion instead of
the image maximum because the object of interest in our images,
the lesion, is not the hottest object in the image. Although the mean
lesion-to-background contrast was 8.1:1, the partial-volume effect

reduces its apparent contrast considerably because of the small size
of the lesion in comparison with the spatial resolution. The
threshold levels were fixed; neither they nor the monitor settings
were adjustable by the observer during the study.

Examples of the images used are provided in Figures 2â€”4.These

figures show a slice through the original phantom (the truth), with
the lesion indicated by the arrow, and also the images of this slice as
reconstructed using the 5 reconstruction strategies. The 3 figures
show 3 lesion locations and the 3 lesion types.

Each image was reconstructed into a 128 X 128 pixel array that
was 1 pixel (0.317 cm) thick. The images were bilinearly interpo
lated to 256 X 256 pixels before display and were shown on a
monitor whose gray scale had been remapped to provide a
log-linear relationship between luminosity and pixel value (38).
The log-linear relationship was used to allow the equal discrimina

tion of all gray levels and to increase the reproducibility of these
results. The monitor was in a darkened environment sectioned off
specifically for the LROC study.

Five board-certified nuclear medicine physicians were observ

ers. For each of the reconstruction strategies, the observers were
initially trained on a set of 150 images, 75 with lesions present and
75 without. For each image, the observer selected the most
probable lesion site and chose a confidence rating, from a
6-category discrete scale, indicating the degree of certainty that a

lesion was in the image. During training, feedback was provided in
the form of a noise-free reconstruction of the image, with cross

hairs indicating the true position of the lesion, if present. The study
data were collected in 2 reading sessions per reconstruction
strategy, each beginning with a 50-image retraining set, wherein
feedback was provided, and immediately followed by a 100-image
data-acquisition set with no feedback. The total time to go through

FIGURE 2. Example slicethroughorigi
nal phantom (truth) and same slice recon
structed using 5 reconstruction strategies.
Low-contrast lesion is indicated by arrow.
From left to right and top to bottom,
images shown are truth, OSEM without
AC, OSEM with AC, FBP without AC, FBP
with multiplicative Chang AC, and FBP
with 1 iteration of iterative Chang AC.
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FIGURE 3. Example slicethroughorigi
nal phantom (truth) and same slice recon
structed using 5 reconstruction strategies.
Mid-contrast lesion is indicated by arrow.
From left to right and top to bottom,
images shown are truth, OSEM without
AC, OSEM with AC, FBP without AC, FBP
with multiplicative Chang AC, and FBP
with 1 iteration of iterative Chang AC.

the 15 reading sessions (1 training and 2 study sessions for each of
5 reconstruction strategies) differed for each observer because of
variations in individual availability. However, to avoid possible
fatigue, observers were requested to complete no more than 2
reading sessions consecutively and to leave at least l h between
pairs of sessions. The 3 lesion types were approximately equally
represented throughout all the image sets and randomly arranged
within each set. The study was designed to minimize reading order
effects across observers (39).

The results of the LROC study were analyzed using the
algorithm presented in (26). This algorithm uses both the localiza
tion data and the confidence ratings to simultaneously fit both
LROC and ROC curves. Data for all 3 lesion types are entered into
the fitting routine, and curves for the different-contrast lesions are

fit concurrently. For each of the resulting fits, the algorithm then
calculates the areas under the LROC (ALROC)and ROC (AROc)
curves and the probability of correct localization (Pet)- The PCL
reflects the ability of the observer to accurately locate the center of
the lesion. A small amount of observer error in indicating the lesion
center is allowed and is included in the analysis through the use of a

radius of correct localization (Ret)- This radius is chosen to be the
breakpoint of a plot of the number of correct localizations in
lesion-present images as a function of increasing the RCL(28). For

this study, a radius of 13 display pixels (2 cm) was used. The study
data were also analyzed without regard to lesion contrast to
produce a single aggregate LROC curve with corresponding ALRoc
and PCL-The AROCand ALROCare related to one another by ALROC=
2 AROC~ ' (26), and we thus have not included the AROCdata in

this paper.
The LROC curves for each observer and reconstruction strategy

were fit for each of the 2 viewing sets of 100 images (50
lesion-present and 50 lesion-absent images). The ALRQCand PCLfor

each observer and each reconstruction strategy were subsequently
averaged over the viewing sets. A 2-way ANOVA (40) was then

used to search for the existence of significant differences between
observers and between reconstruction strategies. Distinct ANOVAs
were done for each of the 3 lesion contrasts and also for the
aggregate results. The null hypothesis was that, with the same
lesion contrast, the reconstruction strategies lead to equivalent
mean observer performance as measured by the ALROCand PCL-The

FIGURE 4. Example slicethroughorigi
nal phantom (truth) and same slice recon
structed using 5 reconstruction strategies.
High-contrast lesion is indicated by arrow.
From left to right and top to bottom,
images shown are truth, OSEM without
AC, OSEM with AC, FBP without AC, FBP
with multiplicative Chang AC, and FBP
with 1 iteration of iterative Chang AC.
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hypothesis was rejected if the probability of this occurrence was
less than 5% (a = 0.05). If a significant difference existed (P ^

0.05), the ScheffÃ©multiple comparisons test (40) was used to
determine which pairs of reconstruction strategies were signifi
cantly different. Because the ALROCand the PCL were calculated
independently for each reconstruction strategy, the correlation
between image sets was not considered; consequently, our classifi
cation of what was significant was conservative. Although the data
were analyzed with respect to ALRoc and PCL>both metrics led to
the same conclusions, so only the ALROcresults are presented.

RESULTS

The LROC curves for the 3 lesion types and the 5
reconstruction strategies, averaged over observers and imag
ing sets, are given in Figures 5-7. In general, the curves are

of similar shape and seldom cross. The curves for the
high-contrast lesion (Fig. 7) do show some crossing, with

curves for the 2 FBP AC reconstruction strategies behaving
differently from those for the other strategies. Observer
performance with the 2 FBP AC strategies is increased at
low specificity but decreased at high specificity in compari
son with the other reconstruction strategies.

The ALROCvalues, averaged over observers and over the 2
image sets, are given in Table 1. Reconstruction strategies
were compared for the 3 lesion contrasts and for the
aggregate data. The results of these comparisons are summa
rized in Tables 2 and 3. These 2 tables indicate that OSEM
with AC was significantly better (P < 0.003), at the 2 lower

lesion contrasts, than any of the other 4 techniques we tested.
With the high-contrast lesion, OSEM with AC was signifi
cantly better (P = 0.02) than FBP with multiplicative Chang
AC and OSEM with no AC (P = 0.006), but although

OSEM with AC did have a higher ALROCthan did FBP with
no AC or with iterative Chang AC, this difference was not
significant (P > 0.05).

None of the comparisons between the other 4 strategiesâ€”

the 3 FBP strategies and the OSEM reconstruction without
ACâ€”resulted in significantly different (P < 0.05) observer

FBP-No AC -
FBP-Chonq
FBP-lterotive -
OSEM-No AC -
OSEM-AC

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
False Positive Fraction (1-specificity)

FIGURE 6. LROC curves for mid-contrast lesion, with 8.1:1
ratio of lesion to soft-tissue activity.

performance for any of the 3 lesion contrasts. Although
differences may exist between these strategies, differences
could not be distinguished with this study.

Disregarding the differences in lesion contrast reduces the
number of parameters that need to be estimated to fit the
LROC curve. These aggregate results might have allowed us
to detect significant differences between strategies that were
not visible with the lesion-specific LROC curves. However,

as before, the curves show OSEM with AC as significantly
better (P < 0.001) than the 4 other techniques and no other
significant differences.

DISCUSSION

The increase in P with increased lesion contrast, for the
comparisons between OSEM with AC and the other strate
gies, is expected and reflects the ability of all the techniques
to detect lesions of adequate visibility. Consequently, OSEM
with AC may not improve detection and localization in
situations in which FBP is already providing accurate
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FIGURE 5. LROC curves for low-contrast lesion, with 6.0:1 FIGURE 7. LROC curves for high-contrastlesion, with 10.2:1
ratio of lesion to soft-tissue activity. ratio of lesion to soft-tissue activity.
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TABLE 1
Average ALROcValues

FBPALROCLesion

contrast6.0:1

8.1:1
10.2:1
Aggregate*No

AC0.22

0.42
0.63
0.43Multiplicative

ChangAC0.17

0.42
0.59
0.39Iterative

ChangAC0.19

0.41
0.65
0.41OSEM

ALROCNo

AC0.21

0.43
0.57
0.41AC0.38

0.64
0.71
0.58

TABLE 3
Significance of Differences in Average ALROCBetween
OSEM with AC and Other Reconstruction Strategies

'All data are used to fit LROC curves without regard to differences

in lesion contrast.
Values are averaged over 5 observers and 2 data acquisition sets.

diagnosis. However, OSEM with AC may extend the range
of detectable lesion sizes and contrasts and, consequently,
provide clarity in situations in which FBP is ambiguous.

The improvement one might have expected between
OSEM and FBP because of a reduction in correlation length
(3) is not evident in our results. OSEM without AC is not
significantly different from FBP without AC. Examining
Figures 2-4, one can, however, see a change in the noise

texture of the images produced by the 2 reconstruction
strategies. We infer either that the correlation lengths of the
OSEM and FBP reconstruction strategies were not suffi
ciently different or that our study was not sensitive enough to
show any significant change in task performance.

We also note that AC, while improving the OSEM images
significantly, did not have the same impact on the FBP
images. The areas under the curve and the probability of
correct localization were not significantly different among

TABLE 2
Two-Way ANOVA for Average Human ALROc

Variation df m.s.

LowcontrastBetween
strategies

BetweenobserversResidualMid

contrastBetween
strategies

BetweenobserversResidualHigh

contrast
Between strategies
BetweenobserversResidualAggregate*

Between strategies
BetweenobserversResidual4

4164

4164

4164

4160.0338

0.00990.00240.0481

0.05510.00260.0170

0.05480.00260.0296

0.03150.001214.22

4.1618.54

21.246.62

21.3724.86

26.474

X 10-5

0.0177

x IO'6
2 X10~60.0024

3 XIO-61

X 10~6
6 x 10-7

*AII data are used to fit LROC curves without regard to differences

in lesion contrast.
df = degrees of freedom; m.s. = mean sum of squares of ALROC

values; F = F distribution.

OSEM versus
FBP versus OSEM AC OSEMACLesion

contrastLowMidHigh

AggregateNo

AC0.003<0.001>0.200

<0.001(Ã±Multiplicative

ChangACÂ«C0.001<0.0010.019

<0.001Iterative

ChangAC<0.001Â«cO.001>0.200

<0.001(P)No

AC0.002<0.0010.006

<0.001

No significant differences (P s 0.05) occurred between any FBP
and OSEM reconstruction strategies without AC for any lesion
contrast.

any of the 3 FBP methods tested. We interpret this finding to
indicate that, for the situation modeled in this study, the
increase in image noise caused by AC balanced any gains in
task performance that might have resulted from a reduction
in attenuation-induced artifacts. Noise is increased in the

corrected images because the image areas most affected by
attenuation are low-count regions with correspondingly high

relative noise levels. These regions are multiplied by large
Chang AC factors, leading to an increase in the absolute
noise levels within the image (73). Additionally, Chang AC
is only approximate (73); therefore, the benefit gained by the
AC may not be as great as might have been gained with a
more accurate correction method.

An important issue in assessing AC is the effect of
variability in background. Changes in patient size and shape
affect the location, appearance, and impact of the attenuation
and reconstruction artifacts. If only a single phantom is used,
with a limited number of lesion sites, it is possible for the
reader to memorize the artifacts during training. Conse
quently, the presence of the artifacts may not degrade
observer performance, and the noise added by the correction
technique can lead to poorer performance. This factor may
have contributed to the conflicting results obtained by
different studies (70,25). A lack of background variability
was a concern with our study as well. To reduce the impact,
we chose multiple transverse slices from the phantom and
used many different, unrepeated lesion sites. Nevertheless,
all our images are of a single phantom. In future studies, we
hope to further alleviate this problem using a collection of
phantoms, as other investigators have done (10).

As a final caution, we reiterate that this study did not
perfectly model the clinical situation: scatter was not
modeled, the attenuation map contained no noise, and the
use of a single computer phantom did not mirror the
variability and complexity of true patient backgrounds. One
should be cautious about applying these results immediately
to the clinic. They are directly applicable only to the
situation modeled in this study. Nevertheless, they are an
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encouraging indication that OSEM with AC may improve
diagnostic performance over FBP for detecting small gallium-

labeled lesions in the chest. To improve on our model, we
intend to incorporate scatter and consider the impact of
scatter correction on this task. This study would be appli
cable to a situation in which scatter was rejected, so one
might hypothesize that adequate scatter correction could
lead to similar results. We also intend to move to hybrid-
image generation, wherein computer-generated lesions are

inserted into actual patient scans with normal findings.

CONCLUSION

We investigated the impact of AC on both FBP and
OSEM. Human-observer performance at detecting and local
izing small gallium-labeled lesions in the chest was as

sessed. Three lesion contrasts were considered, and the
reconstruction strategies were compared using LROC analy
sis.

We found no significant differences (P < 0.05) between
FBP without AC and FBP with either multiplicative Chang
AC or 1 iteration of iterative Chang AC. We also found no
significant differences between OSEM without AC and FBP
with or without AC.

OSEM with AC was significantly better (P < 0.003) than

the other 4 reconstruction strategies for the 2 lower lesion
contrasts considered. With the highest contrast lesion, OSEM
with AC was better than the other 4 techniques but signifi
cantly better than only FBP with multiplicative Chang AC
(P = 0.019) and OSEM without AC (P = 0.006). This

improvement is thought to be caused by improvements in
the modeling of the system and in the accuracy of the AC.
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